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MEMORANDUM
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Prepared By:

Joe Bernard, Planning Project Manager, (612) 673-2422
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Date:

August 18, 2022

Subject:

Proposed Zoning Code Text and Map Amendment: Land Use Rezoning Study

Background
Following adoption of Minneapolis 2040, staff embarked on a multi-year workplan to update the city’s
zoning ordinance. State law requires that the city’s zoning ordinance conform with its comprehensive
plan. New and updated policies in Minneapolis 2040 necessitate numerous changes to the zoning
ordinance. So far, the city has adopted an inclusionary zoning ordinance and eliminated single-family
exclusive zoning in 2020, new built form regulations in early 2021, and an overhaul of parking and travel
demand management standards also in 2021.
Minneapolis 2040 includes two maps that are particularly significant in terms of guiding the development
of new zoning regulations: a Future Land Use Map and a Built Form Map. Work on built form regulations
that govern issues such as building height, floor area ratio (FAR), setbacks, lot coverage, impervious
surface, and transitions between districts is largely completed. The Future Land Use Map is now the focus
of staff’s work and includes creating an entirely new set of primary zoning districts to regulate use. This
work includes determining how use regulations relate to other elements of the code, reconfiguring the
structure of the code, and ensuring that changes make it easier for staff, applicants, elected and appointed
officials, and other stakeholders to use the code. Work is guided by the goals outlined in Minneapolis
2040, with changes to the zoning code intended to achieve outcomes such as complete neighborhoods,
climate change resilience, and racial equity.
Work on this project was last presented to the Planning Commission Committee of the Whole in March
of this year. Staff intends to bring several updates to this commission over the coming months in advance
of a comprehensive ordinance amendment package that is tentatively scheduled for your consideration
in early 2023.

Key Topics
Staff will present preliminary proposals for how to approach the topics listed below. For more details on
these topics, please refer to the slides included as an attachment to this memo.
Primary Districts
Overlay Districts
Street-level Commercial
Size of Commercial Uses
Use Categories and Use Tables
Code Structure
Process and Timeline
2021
•
•

Existing land use inventory
Best practices research

2022
•
•
•

Internal outreach and coordination
Draft code text, use tables, and mapping
Public engagement

2023
•

Approval process, including public hearing, and adoption

Resources and Attachments
•

Presentation

Land Use Rezoning Study

Planning Commission Committee of the Whole
August 18, 2022

Presenters:
Jason Wittenberg, Manager, Code Development
Joe Bernard, Planning Project Manager, Code Development
Janelle Widmeier, Principal Planner, Code Development

Agenda
Land Use Rezoning Study Update
• Timeline
• Progress on Key Topics
• Discussion

Timeline
2021
• Existing land use inventory
• Best practices research
2022
• Internal outreach and coordination
We Are Here 
• Draft Code Text, Use Tables, and
Mapping
• Public Engagement
2023
• Approval Process and Adoption

Timeline
Draft Code Text, Use Tables, and Mapping
• Internal staff review in September/October
Public Engagement
• Targeted outreach in Fall 2022
• Public meeting in November 2022
• Draft materials published for public review
in November 2022 along with web-based
input opportunities
Approval Process and Adoption
• Regular CPC CoW updates through 2022
• 45-day public review period starting in
November
• Planning Commission public hearing in
January 2023
• City Council review and adoption in March
2023

Key Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary Districts
Overlay Districts
Street-level Commercial
Size of Commercial Uses
Use Categories and Use Tables
Code Structure

Key Topics
Broad analysis questions
• Does this regulation advance the goals
of Minneapolis 2040?
• Does this regulation make the code
easier to administer?
• What are potential unintended
consequences of this regulation?
• What are the racial equity impacts to
be considered?

Primary Districts

Downtown Districts
•

DTC

Staff Proposal

•

DTS

Residence Districts

Residence, Office, and Services Districts

•

UN1

•

ROS1

•

UN2

•

ROS2

•

UN3

•

ROS3

Commercial Mixed Use Districts

Production Districts

•

MU1

•

PR1

•

MU2

•

PR2

•

MU3

Other Districts

•

MU4

•

PK1 (Parks)

•

MU5

•

TR1 (Transportation)

*The info on this slide reflects current thinking. The names and number of districts could change.

Urban Neighborhood Districts
Key Questions
• What uses will be allowed?
• How many districts do we need?
Key Info
• Urban Neighborhood Future Land Use guidance is applied in
areas with Built Form guidance ranging from Interior 1 to
Transit 30.
• Urban Neighborhood language includes: “May include smallscale institutional and semi-public uses (for example, schools,
community centers, religious institutions, public safety facilities,
etc.) scattered throughout.”

Urban Neighborhood Districts
What purpose should they serve?
Existing context
•

•

Built Form guidance makes distinction
between districts in terms of use
through permitted scale (1-3 units, vs
4+ units)
Typically, if there is a distinction
between allowed uses in existing
residential districts, the split occurs
between R3 and R4

Future context
•

What uses should be allowed in all UN
districts?

Uses
supported
by Policy

4+ dwelling
units
(small scale)

Interior 1

1 to 3
dwelling
units
(small scale)
X

4+ dwelling
units
(medium
scale)

Interior 2

X

X

Interior 3

X

X

X

Corridor 3

X

X

X

Corridor 4

X

X

X

4+ dwelling
units (large
scale)

Corridor 6

X

X

Transit 10

X

X

Transit 15

X

Transit 30

X

Urban Neighborhood Districts
Staff Proposal
• Some non-residential uses will be allowed –
continuing current practice, supported by
Minneapolis 2040 policy language
• Small-scale institutional and semi-public
uses (schools, community centers, religious
institutions, public safety facilities, etc.)
• Three districts
• UN1 – for areas where 1-3 unit residential
is permitted
• UN2 – for areas where 4+ unit residential is
permitted
• UN3 – for areas where new 1-3 unit
development is not permitted (higher
intensity areas), and for areas with unique
permitted uses like fraternities, sororities,
etc.

Commercial Mixed Use Districts
Key Questions
• What are the distinguishing features
between districts?
• How many districts do we need?
• How will Destination Mixed Use be utilized in
Downtown vs. outside of Downtown?
Key Info
• Minneapolis 2040 calls for distinctions
between districts based on:
• Intensity and size of commercial use
allowed
• Prohibition of auto-oriented uses in
some districts
• Requirements for “active” or “retail”
ground floor uses in key locations

Commercial Mixed Use Districts
Staff proposal
MU1 – Neighborhood Mixed Use
• Small scale commercial activity
MU2 – Corridor Mixed Use
• Larger scale commercial development permitted
MU3 – Community Mixed Use
• Small scale commercial activity
• Active uses required
MU4 – Destination Mixed Use (outside of Downtown)
• Commercial retail uses required
• Permitted uses similar to MU3 district
MU5 – Downtown Destination Mixed Use (Downtown)
• Commercial retail uses required
• Permitted uses similar to DTC and DTS districts

Downtown Districts
Key Questions
•

What uses will be allowed?

•

How many districts do we need?

Key Info
•

Public, Office, and Institutional future land use covers
large areas and many contexts within the downtown area

•

Also included in downtown (not including Stevens Square):
•

Neighborhood Office and Services. In the Loring Park
neighborhood.

•

Destination Mixed Use. Major corridors.

•

Community Mixed Use. Frontage along Loring Park
and along Glenwood/farmer’s market.

•

Production Mixed Use. Western and northern edges
of the North Loop.

•

Goods and Services Corridors.

Downtown Districts
Staff proposal
Use Built Form guidance to inform intensity of commercial activity permitted within future land use
designations.
•

Recognizes that, for example, vastly different contexts exist within Public, Office, and Institutional
areas.

DTC – Downtown Center
•

Boundaries: Roughly the area with Public, Office, and Institutional future land use where it aligns with
Core 50 built form.

•

Allowed uses: Similar to current B4

DTS – Downtown Service
•

Boundaries: Roughly the area with Public, Office, and Institutional future land use where it aligns with
Transit built form districts in Downtown and that do not currently have R and OR zoning. Also include
the Corridor 6 built form areas in the Warehouse District (and Milwaukee Road Depot) that currently
have non-residential zoning.

•

Allowed uses: Similar to current B4S and B4N

Residence, Office, and Services Districts
Key Questions
• Considering the diversity of contexts present,
what is the best way to apply primary districts in
the Public, Office, and Institutional areas?
• How do we best encourage organic growth of
residential and commercial activity along Goods
and Services Corridors with Urban Neighborhood
guidance?
Key Info
• Minneapolis 2040 calls for:
• Distinctions between districts based on
contextual differences between Downtown,
University, elsewhere.
• A mechanisms to allow commercial activity
on Goods and Services Corridors in Urban
Neighborhood areas

Residence, Office, and Services Districts
Public, Office, and Institutional Policy Language
Accommodates major office centers, public and
semi-public uses, including museums, hospitals,
civic uses, and college and university campuses.
Entertainment uses of greater intensity such as
stadiums should be focused in downtown and
university campuses. Multi-story residential uses
are permitted in this category, with mixed-use
encouraged – particularly fronting major corridors.
Neighborhood Office and Services Policy
Language
In addition to the uses allowed in Urban
Neighborhood, allows for greater flexibility in
locating low impact commercial activity. Dental
and medical services and offices, small scale
lodging, and small scale retail are appropriate.

Goods and Services Corridor Policy Language
Goods and Services Corridors serve two
purposes:
1.

To indicate where commercial uses
should front in relation to properties
guided for commercial future land uses.

2.

In addition to the guidance for the mixed
use land use categories found in this
section, Goods and Services Corridors
identify where the establishment or
expansion of commercial uses can be
considered. Properties immediately
adjacent to a Goods and Services
Corridor may be considered for
commercial activity, allowing for uses
similar in scale and scope to the
Neighborhood and Corridor Mixed Use
categories.

Residence, Office, and Services Districts

Public, Office, and Institutional Contexts

Residence, Office, and Services Districts
Staff proposal
ROS1 – Residence, Office, and Services District 1
• Boundaries: Goods and Services Corridors where there is Urban Neighborhood future land use.
• Allowed uses: Similar to Neighborhood Mixed Use, with small scale commercial activity permitted only in
the case of mixed-use multi-story development
ROS2 – Residence, Office, and Services District 2
• Boundaries: Map this district where we have Neighborhood Offices and Services future land use. Located
in Loring Park and several properties along W Broadway.
• Allowed uses: Similar to those allowed in OR2
ROS3 – Residence, Office, and Services District 3
• Boundaries: Roughly the areas in Downtown with Public, Office, and Institutional future land use where
there is currently R and OR zoning as well as areas with Public, Office, and Institutional future land use
outside of the downtown freeway ring—U of M, Phillips, Whittier, and several other scattered locations
throughout the city.
• Allowed uses: Similar to those allowed in current OR2 and OR3

Production Districts
Key Questions
• What production uses with high-impact negative externalities
should no longer be allowed?
• How best to incorporate requirement for production space in
residential development?
Key Info
• “Prioritize use of land in Production and Processing Areas for
production, processing and last mile distribution of products
and services uses that have minimal or no air, water, or noise
pollution impacts, and that provide quality living-wage jobs.”
• “Identify and limit uses in Production and Processing Areas that
do not provide a high concentration of high quality, low-impact
production and processing jobs.”
• Production Mixed Use: “Residential uses are allowed as part of
mixed use buildings that provide production space…”

Production Districts
Staff proposal
PR1 – Production Mixed Use
• Allowed uses: Similar to I1, and the ILOD
PR2 – Production
• Allowed uses: Similar to I2

Parks and Open Space District
Questions
• How to map property with Parks and Open Space future land
use guidance?
• Existing approach: apply residential zoning
• Alternative: a parks-specific zoning district that allows parks
related uses
Key Info
• Future land use designation was applied to existing Park Board
land, property identified in Park Board plans for acquisition, and
some land identified as parks in small area plans
• In the case of redevelopment there is a desire to avoid onerous
land use applications if the Park Board is not prepared to
acquire property
• Need to be cautious of regulatory takings

Parks and Open Space District
Staff Proposal
• Create new Parks and Open Space
district
• Allow parks-related uses
• Prohibit most non-park related uses
• Consider allowing limited non-park
related uses to ensure ability to use
land guided for parks but not yet used
as such (like existing approach of
applying residential zoning)
• Emphasize preservation of natural
features (trees, plantings, etc.) in
cases of demolition

Transportation District
Staff Proposal
• Create new Transportation district to
match future land use guidance
• Limit uses allowed to transportation
related activity, ensuring that they
continue to support commercial and
production activity in the city
• Ensures future influence over and
makes space for public process if
these properties ever transition away
from their transportation function

Break For Discussion

Overlay Districts
Eliminate redundancies
• Many of the built form regulations were removed from the
overlay districts in 2020.
• Where might we be able to eliminate use-based provisions
from our overlays?
• Are there overlay districts that could be eliminated?
Need for new overlays?
• What issues need special regulation moving forward?

Pedestrian Oriented Overlay
Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
POLICY 6
Pedestrian-Oriented Building and Site Design: Regulate land uses,
building design, and site design of new development consistent with a
transportation system that prioritizes walking first, followed by
bicycling and transit use, and lastly motor vehicle use.
POLICY 18
Pedestrians: Improve the pedestrian environment in order to
encourage walking and the use of mobility aids as a mode of
transportation.

Pedestrian Oriented Overlay – Existing Standards
Uses addressed in PO Districts
• Automobile services uses (prohibited)
• Transportation uses (prohibited)
• Fast food restaurants (only in existing
storefront buildings)
In some subdistricts
• Automobile repair, minor (allowed with
conditions)
• Principal parking lots (prohibited)
• Self-service storage (prohibited)
• Commercial parking lots (prohibited)

Scale regulations
• Some uses limited to a max GFA
• Some uses limited by length of
commercial frontage
Design regulations
• Vary throughout covering building
placement, number of floors, entrance
location, lighting, vehicular access,
windows, step-backs on upper floors, etc.

Pedestrian Oriented Overlay
Staff proposal
Eliminate PO Overlay
• Move most existing use regulations to the
primary commercial zoning districts, and
apply them citywide
• Prohibit auto-related uses in some
commercial districts, heavily regulate
design of auto-related uses in
commercial districts where the uses are
allowed
• Move most existing design guidance to other
parts of the code (site plan review, specific
development standards, built form
regulations)
• Retain a few unique geographic-specific
design regulations in the overlay chapter

West Broadway Overlay

Existing regulations
• All property with frontage on West
Broadway within the current
boundary has a minimum floor
area and height requirement
assigned through built form
• Other provisions largely consistent
with PO Overlay

Staff Proposal
Eliminate the WB Overlay
• Rely on required minimum
stories in built form districts
(all property in current
boundary requires two story
minimum)
• Incorporate other
regulations into primary
commercial zoning districts
(similar to PO Overlay
approach)

Nicollet Mall Overlay
Existing Zoning Standards
• Automobile services uses (prohibited)
• Transportation uses (prohibited)
• Sexually oriented uses (prohibited)
• Street level retail (60% GFA 1st floor
required)
• Upper floor setback
• 40% window requirement
• No garage access off Nicollet Mall

Staff Proposal
Eliminate the NM Overlay
• Move most existing regulations
to the Destination Mixed Use
primary zoning district
• Address upper floor setbacks in
the Tall Building Design
Guidelines

Industrial Living Overlay – Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
Production Mixed Use
Production Mixed Use is a land use designation
that allows both production and nonproduction uses, recognizing that while many
buildings in these areas are no longer viable for
modern production industries, they are
increasingly occupied by a wide variety of uses
that contribute to the economic health and
diversity of the city. Residential uses are
allowed as part of mixed use buildings that
provide production space and must incorporate
mitigation strategies to address potential
conflicts between existing production uses and
new residences. Adaptive re-use of older
industrial property is encouraged.

Staff Proposal
Eliminate the IL Overlay and
implement mixed-use
development regulations
through a new Production
Mixed Use primary zoning
district.

Break For Discussion

Street-level Commercial
Key Questions
• What qualifies as an “Active Use?”
• What qualifies as a “Retail Use?”
• In instances where active or retail uses
are required, what requirements
should be considered?

Community and
Destination
Mixed Use
Future Land Use

Street-level Commercial
Policy from Minneapolis 2040
Community Mixed Use
Large-scale mixed use development is encouraged throughout these areas,
with commercial uses fronting on major streets. Commercial retail spaces
are typically smaller in order to generate pedestrian activity, and are often
a destination for customers coming from outside of the market area. Active
uses that are accessible to the general public such as office, food service,
retail, or medical establishments are required at the street level; therefore
single-use residential development is not permitted. Contiguous expansion
of commercial zoning is allowed.
Destination Mixed Use
Commercial retail uses are required at the street level of all development
in this category to encourage pedestrian activity beyond the typical
daytime business hours. Multi-story development is required. Contiguous
expansion of commercial zoning is allowed.

Street-level Commercial

Street-level Commercial
Staff Proposal
Uses allowed
• Active Use – any principal use that is not accessory to a residential use, except
for uses that have their windows covered all the time (e.g. clinic exam rooms)
• Retail Use – uses identified in the use table in the Retail Goods and Services use
group/category
Potential Performance Standards
• Separate entrance from residential
• Not a residential building code occupancy
• Continue to limit parking access from street in Destination
Mixed Use areas
• Entrances oriented toward Goods and Services Corridors
• Minimum dimensional standards to ensure long-term
usability/flexibility of commercial space (consistent with
current premium standard)
• Increase the minimum window requirement above the 40%
currently required in the PO and NM Overlays (60% standard in
Portland and Chicago)

Key Questions
• How flexible should we be with
administering performance
standards?
• Do we prefer an alternative
compliance approach, or a
variance approach to
administration?

Size of Commercial Use
Key Questions
• Should we continue regulating the size
of commercial uses – and if so, to
what extent?
• Which uses have greater potential for
off-site impacts that a size limit could
address?

Size of Commercial Use – Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
Policy 4
Access to Commercial Goods and Services: Improve access to goods
and services via walking, biking and transit.
g. Utilize regulatory tools to minimize the impacts that
commercial uses have on nearby residential uses.
Policy 6
Pedestrian-Oriented Building and Site Design: Regulate land uses,
building design, and site design of new development consistent with a
transportation system that prioritizes walking first, followed by
bicycling and transit use, and lastly motor vehicle use.
b. Encourage multiple storefront bays with direct connections to
the sidewalk where active or commercial ground floor uses are
required.

Size of Commercial Use – Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
Neighborhood
Mixed Use
…includes
individual
commercial uses
and small
collections of
commercial uses,
located primarily
away from major
streets, that should
continue to serve
their existing
commercial
function.
Regulatory
Priorities:
• Limit
commercial size
• Minimize
impact on
nearby
residential uses

Corridor Mixed Use
…serves a larger
market area than
Neighborhood Mixed
Use, and may have
multiple competing
uses of the same
type.
Regulatory Priorities:
•

Allow larger
commercial
development

Size of Commercial Use – Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
Community Mixed
Use
Commercial retail
spaces are typically
smaller in order to
generate pedestrian
activity…
Regulatory Priorities:
•

Require active
uses

•

Encourage/requir
e commercial
spaces to be
smaller

•

Encourage
multiple
storefronts

Destination Mixed
Use
Commercial retail
uses are required at
the street level of all
development in this
category to
encourage
pedestrian activity
beyond the typical
daytime business
hours.
Regulatory Priorities:
• Require retail
• Encourage/requir
e commercial
spaces to be
smaller
• Encourage
multiple
storefronts

Size of Commercial Use – Relevant Minneapolis 2040 Policy
Urban Neighborhood
…is a predominantly residential area with a
range of allowed building types. May
include small-scale institutional and semipublic uses (for example, schools,
community centers, religious institutions,
public safety facilities, etc.) scattered
throughout.
Regulatory Priorities:
• Limit commercial size
• Minimize impact on nearby residential
uses

Neighborhood Office and Services
In addition to the uses allowed in Urban
Neighborhood, allows for greater flexibility
in locating low impact commercial activity.
Dental and medical services and offices,
small scale lodging, and small scale retail
are appropriate.
Regulatory Priorities:
• Limit size of some commercial uses
• Minimize impact on nearby residential
uses

Additional Issues to Consider
Built Form Relationship
• Orientation of commercial spaces in mixed use buildings?
• How can we encourage commercial space that is functional in the
long-term?
• We currently provide bonuses for commercial size in multi-story
development. Does this still have value when new built form
regulations require a minimum of two stories or more already?
Commercial Use Size Text Amendment (2013)
• Maximum commercial sizes were increased in most districts.
• Prior to this change variances were infrequent, but they were always
approved.
• What do these changes say about the direction we should take now?

Examples

Guse Green Grocer and Guse Hardware, 4600 Bryant Ave S
4,000 square feet

The Market at Malcolm Yards, 501 30th Avenue S
13,000 square feet

Trader Joe’s, 721 Washington Ave S
10,700 square feet

Walgreens, 2650 Hennepin
16,000 square feet

Examples

Cub Foods
4600 Snelling Ave
40k+ square feet
Other Grocers:
•

Cub Foods West Broadway
(80k square feet)

•

Aldi @ Penn/Lowry (13k
square feet)

•

Kowalski’s @ 54th/Lyndale
(21k square feet)

Target (The Quarry)
1650 New Brighton Blvd
120k+ square feet

Maximum Commercial Size
Staff Proposal
• Use the max lot area provisions in the
built form chapter to limit scale of
commercial activity (more permissive
built form districts allow more lot area)
• Limit square footage in some primary
zoning districts
• Limit square footage of individual uses
that create negative off-site impacts
• Increase allowed commercial square
footage in the lower intensity
commercial districts
• Implement development standards
that apply to all commercial uses, and
when needed to specific uses

Benefits:
• Allows more flexibility in
meeting comp plan goals
• More responsive to context
• Reduces chances of conflict
between minimum and
maximum requirements
Drawbacks:
• Potential for confusion,
regulation will need to be
carefully crafted so that it is
simple to administer

Maximum
Commercial
Size
Staff
Proposal

Max Commercial
Floor Area (Square
Feet)
UN1, UN2, UN3

5,000*

MU1

10,000

MU2

No Max

MU3, MU4, MU5

No Max**

ROS1, ROS2, ROS3

10,000

DTC, DTS

No Max**

PR1

10,000

PR2

NA

Max Lot size
requirements
(Square Feet)
Interior 1 and
Interior 2

+

Interior 3
Corridor 3 and
Corridor 4
Corridor 6
All other built form
overlay districts
where the use is
allowed as a
permitted or
conditional use

14,000
18,000
28,000
43,560 (one acre)

No Max

Commercial square footage would effectively be limited by the lot size maximum requirements found in the built form
overlays, further limited by the primary zoning district size maximums, and any limits placed on the size of individual uses
“No Max” = no maximum unless limited by maximum lot area allowed by built form
*for existing commercial uses
**specific development standards apply

Maximum
Commercial
Size
Specific
Development
Standards
Staff Proposal

First Floor Retail Sales and Services, and Food and Beverage Uses
• Community and Destination Mixed Use
• Require/encourage multiple entrances.
• Require/encourage a minimum amount of linear street frontage.
• Liner commercial spaces required for large commercial spaces over a
certain square footage.
• On Goods and Services Corridors
• Orient commercial spaces toward a primary street, with structural
bays indicating logical future division into smaller spaces.

Lumen on Lagoon

Break For Discussion

Use Categories and Use Tables
Broad Use Categories – Particularly
Related to Commercial Uses
• Current Minneapolis Approach
• Best Practices
• Benefits
• Challenges

Use Categories and Use Tables
Current Minneapolis Approach

• Generally, use tables exist for each use primary district type (residential,
commercial, etc.), and includes specific and exhaustive lists of uses
Some exceptions:
• “General retail sales and services. General retail sales and services uses include
the retail sale of products or the provision of services to the general public that
produce minimal off-site impacts. General retail sales and services include but
are not limited to the following uses:”
• Similar language is used for industrial uses.
• 525.80. - Substantially similar uses. Whenever an application contains a use not
included in the zoning ordinance, the zoning administrator shall issue a
statement of clarification, finding that the use either is substantially similar in
character and impact to a use regulated herein or that the use is not
sufficiently similar to any other use regulated in the zoning ordinance. Such
statement of clarification shall include the findings that led to such conclusion
and shall be filed in the office of the zoning administrator. If said use is not
sufficiently similar to any other use regulated in the zoning ordinance, the use
shall be prohibited.

Use Categories and Use Tables
Best Practices
• Establishing broad use categories, rather than enumerating every
imaginable commercial use, has increasingly been considered a best
practice. Form-based code advocates have influenced this approach,
de-emphasizing the regulation of uses in favor of focusing on scale,
design, and quality of the public realm. But be clear about which
specific uses are prohibited.
• De-emphasizing the regulation of uses “can expand the potential
market for new development and result in structures that are more
adaptable to different kinds of tenants, today and throughout the
evolution of the community over many decades.” (Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning)
• Accommodating adaptability and re-use of existing buildings = key
features of resilience and sustainability.

Use Categories and Use Tables
Best Practices
Excerpt from “A Better Way to Zone: Ten Principles to Create More Livable Cities” by Donald Elliott
More flexible regulation of commercial uses would address failings of
traditional zoning by:
•

Simplifying structure of the ordinance.

•

Better acknowledge market forces that encourage replacement of commercial and
industrial uses with somewhat similar uses over time.

•

Allowing landowners wider latitude to match uses to the available capacity in
transportation systems.

•

Reducing the need to seek approval to substitute one use for a similar use; thereby
increasing government efficiency and reducing opportunities for NIMBYism.

•

Promoting the goal of predictable flexibility, because the boundaries of the broader
uses would still be defined but there would still be flexibility to accommodate
different activities within those boundaries.

•

Avoiding distinctions among similar uses, which increases understandability to the
public.

Some Types of Commercial Uses Come and Go

Use Categories and Use Tables
Portland, OR
• Description of Use Chapter can provide a
clear map for uses that are not listed
specifically. It lends itself to a
performance-based code in considering
outcomes rather than specific inputs.
• Result is that you don’t need to
enumerate every use, you just have a path
that helps determine the most
appropriate category, and thus places it in
the most appropriate zone for that type of
use.

Use Categories and Use Tables
Albany, NY. Excerpt from use table that covers all zoning districts

Note: We currently anticipate approximately 17 primary zoning districts. Currently have 23 primary districts.

Use Categories and Use Tables
Benefits
• A more nimble ordinance: Currently, every time a new use is
identified and it’s not determined to be substantially similar
to a listed use and it’s something we want to allow, the code
must be amended and the use must be added to all
applicable uses tables, added to the parking chapter,
sometimes add a definition, sometimes add specific
development standards, etc. Using broad use categories,
you simply figure out where the use fits based on the
characteristics of the use.
Challenges
• More up-front work to draft something like the Portland
approach. Easier just to draft tables with long lists of uses.
• For atypical uses, one has to more frequently dig a little
deeper into the code. Does this make it more difficult for the
public?
• Requires a bit more thought, analysis, and discretion.
Introduces possibility of greater inconsistency with
interpretations.

Break For Discussion

Code Structure
Why Reconfigure the Zoning Code?
• Make the order of chapters and content more logical and
intuitive
• Reduce complexity when possible
• Reduce duplicative information when doing so improves
usability.
• Example: where application types are listed (CUP,
Variance, etc.), current code repeats who can apply
for each application type. That could be stated once.
• While our existing zoning code is more user-friendly than
those in many peer cities, there is room for improvement
• Best practices regarding code structure have evolved in
recent years.
• Note: remaining built form regulations will be moved to
Ch. 552

Code Structure
Staff Observations
• Some standards for undesirable uses
are in scattered places and should be
consolidated
• General interest in improving use
tables, including consolidation into
one unified use table
• The Built Form Overlay District
Handbook is really useful, would like
more resources like this in the code
• Think about usability and navigation
for those without institutional
knowledge
• Tables and graphics make navigation
and interpretation easier for all users

Code Structure
Current Best Practices
• Use fewer, larger chapters
• Development review applications/procedures
all in one place
• Graphics, diagrams, and flowcharts
• Hyperlinks within the code
• A single chapter dealing with uses. A single use
table.
• Chapter for use standards, adjacent to where it
spells out allowed uses. Our current code calls
them specific development standards when
they are really use standards.
• Definitions at the end, sort of like a glossary

Code Structure
Equity Considerations
• Does the code structure facilitate
consistent administration and
enforcement?
• Does the code structure allow for use
without hiring a team of land use
lawyers and architects?
• Could visual representations and
summaries (e.g., Built Form
Handbook) improve the experience
for all users?

Code Structure

Example of simple
flowchart in
Philadelphia code:

Code Structure
Staff Proposed Chapters
• General Provisions
• Administration and Procedures
• Zoning Districts
• Built Form Overlay Districts
• Overlay Districts
• Use Regulations
• Development Standards
• Off-Street Parking, Loading, and Mobility
• Signs
Current code: 20 chapters
Proposed: 10 chapters
• Definitions

Resources
Examples of newer codes
Philadelphia
Albany
Buffalo
Fairfax County, VA
Chicago

